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The present application is being examined under the pre-AIA first to invent
provisions.

DETAILED ACTION
Response to Amendment
This office action is in response to applicant’s amendment and RCE filed, 26

September 2013, of application filed, with the above serial number, on 24 February
2010 in which claims 1, 11, and 30 have been amended, claim 33 has been added, and
claim 10 has been cancelled. Claims 1, 3-6, 8-9, 11-31, and 33 are pending in the
application.

Information Disclosure Statement
The information disclosure statement (IDS) submitted on 21 December 2012 is in

compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97. Accordingly, the information disclosure
statement is being considered by the examiner.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101
35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:
Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or

composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

Claims 1, 3-6, 8-9, 11-31, and 33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the
claimed invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter because the surveillance
system is directed toward a system that could be carried out by a human being wherein
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the one or more cameras and image processing system are performed by exemplary
eyes and mental processing.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102
The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C.
102 that form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:
A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —
(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section
122(b), by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or
(2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before
the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under
the treaty defined in section 351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an
application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United
States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

Claims 1, 3-6, 8—9, 11-31, and 33 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as
being anticipated by Zruya et al (hereinafter “Zruya”, 8,111,289).

As per Claim 1, Zruya teaches a surveillance system for detecting a foreign object,

debris, or damage (FOD) on a runway comprising:

one or more cameras for capturing images of the runway (at least col. 7:2—24;

cameras on runway); and

an image processing system for detecting the FOD on the runway based on
adaptive image processing of the images captured by the cameras (at least col. 7:3352; processing received data from cameras to detect dangerous objects) and for
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applying image enhancement methods to enhance the captured images (at least col.

3:53-54;12:51-61),
wherein the image processing system is configured to detect motion in the
images captured, subject the images devoid of motion to background learning, and
generate a composite background edge map during background learning, the
composite background edge map comprising an adaptive background edge map, a
previously learned and saved day or night background edge map, and a seasonal

marking map generated for a particular season or weather condition (at least col. 9:6210:54; 11:1-63; 6:22-45; 14:51-57; eg. using FLIR camera for night and bad weather,
and video camera for day and good weather with respective camera initial definitions
and processing, see col. 9:22-28; adaptive background edge map by using an average
photo from sequence of photos; adjustments due to weather conditions and exemplary

foreseen seasonal migration of birds),

wherein the surveillance system is adaptively operable for FOD detection under both
day and night ambient light conditions without assisted illumination including infrared or
laser illuminators (at least col. 7:20-23, 35-38; 8:5-10; 12:26-37; also see 14:44-50;
13:55-62; day and night cameras).

As per Claim 3. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the captured

images are enhanced by using a high pass filter, a Sobel X from left_to_right filter and a
Sobel X from right_to_left filter, or a Scharr X filter to the captured image (at least col.
12:51-61;11:1-27).
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As per Claim 4. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system determines if the instant of processing is a day-time or night-time;
and detects an abnormal light condition, including due to aircraft landing or aircraft
taking off or ground vehicle movement, from the captured image during night-time (at

least col. 9:62-10:54).

As per Claim 5. The surveillance system according to claim 4, wherein detecting of the
abnormal light condition comprises global histogram and statistical analysis to compare
each image with one or more preceding images and identifies the abnormal light
condition based on a change in intensity with reference to a threshold value (at least
col. 9:62-10:54; 11:1-27; mathematical process comparing pixel value (color, intensity)

to pixels from previous photos).

As per Claim 6. The surveillance system according to claim 4, wherein images for which
the abnormal light condition are detected are ignored from further processing (at least

col. 3:1-6).

As per Claim 8. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system further applies temporal filtering to a stack of pixel level edge maps
to retain only the robust edge map which consists only of pixels that have accumulated
to pass the threshold (at least col. 9:62-10:54; 11:1-63).

As per Claim 9. The surveillance system according to claim 8, wherein the image
processing system further subjects the robust edge map to adaptive background
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learning, the adaptive background learning comprising: comparing background edge

images obtained at previous instants with current image; identifying slow-change
features on the runway; and updating the background edge image with the slow
changing features (at least col. 9:62-10:54; 11:1-63; eg. average photo changing slowly
with threshold adjusting accordingly).

As per Claim 11. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system further compares the composite background edge map and the
robust edge map; and removes background edges to extract a suspected edge map of

FOD (at least col. 9:62-10:54; 11:1-63).

As per Claim 12. The surveillance system according to claim 11, wherein the image

processing system further performs edge filtering to filter unwanted edges related to
environmental changes from the suspected edge map, and computes edge parameters

of FOD from the suspected edge map (at least col. 9:62-10:54; 11:1-63).

As per Claim 13. The surveillance system according to claim 12, wherein the
environmental conditions include day to night transition, or night to day transition,
weather conditions, rain, smoke or cloud (at least col. 9:62-10:54; 11:1-63; 6:29-32).

As per Claim 14. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing further overlays an FOD graphic on a suspected region of the runway on a

video display to alarm an operator at a control tower or control room of FOD detection
(at least col. 7:43-52).
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As per Claim 15. The surveillance system according to claim 14, wherein one or more of
the cameras, or one or more additional cameras are arranged for zooming on to the

suspected region for visual verification (at least col. 7:60-67).

As per Claim 16. The surveillance system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the image

processing system further classifies the FOD (at least col. 6:1-21).

As per Claim 17. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the one or more

cameras comprises one or more static cameras, one or more non-static cameras or a
combination of both static and non static cameras (at least col. 7:53-67).

As per Claim 18. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the one or more
cameras are placed on one side of the runway (at least col. 7:19-67).

As per Claim 19. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the one or more
cameras are placed on either sides of the runway in a staggered manner (at least col.

7:19-67).
As per Claim 20. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein when one or
more cameras fail to function, respective adjacent cameras are operable to cover the
areas covered by the failed cameras (at least col. 15:10-24).

As per Claim 21. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the one or more

cameras comprises one or more monochrome cameras, one or more colour cameras or
both (at least col. 7:25-32).
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As per Claim 22. The surveillance system according to claim 1, further comprising one
or more night vision cameras (at least col. 7:20-23, 35-38; 8:5-10; 12:26-37; also see
14:44-50; 13:55-62).

As per Claim 23. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein a runway
surface is divided into a plurality of segments, and one or more non-static cameras
sequentially scan the runway segment-by-segment for FOD detection (at least col. 8:23-

37).
As per Claim 24. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein a static camera

detects respective locations of aircraft take off and landing on the runway such that a
non-static camera is directed to first scan runway segments in the respective locations

of aircraft landing or take off to reduce FOD detection time (at least col. 3:1 -6; 8:5-55).

As per Claim 25. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system applies temporal filtering to filter out rain clutter in runway scene

images by recognising rain-like characteristics of rain motion clutter and based on the
motion clutter due to rain occurring across the entire runway (at least col. 6:29-33;

14:44-50).
As per Claim 26. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system applies temporal filtering to filter out snow clutter in runway scene

images by recognising snow-like characteristics of snow motion clutter and based on
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the motion clutter due to snow occurring across the entire runway (at least col. 6:29-33;

14:44-50).
As per Claim 27. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system makes use of markers or runway edge lights located along the

longitudinal (horizontal) direction on the runway and on same vertical distance from the
side of the runway for runway scene calibration to map pixels on the images of the

runway to precise co-ordinates on the real-world co-ordinate frame (including WGS84 or
Airport Grid) (at least col. 12:20-13:54).

As per Claim 28. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system makes use of two parallel horizontal runway lines on each side of a
runway middle line and the runway middle line to derive two vertical pixel mapping
ratios for runway scene calibration to map pixels on the images on the runway to
precise co-ordinates on the real-world co-ordinate frame (including WGS84 or Airport

Grid) (at least col. 12:20-13:54).

As per Claim 29. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system makes use of monoscopic vision and calibrated runway scene image
captured by a monoscopic camera to determine position and range of the FOD on the

runway (at least col. 7:19-24; 8:5-9:10; single camera).

As per Claim 30. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the system
makes use of a position and range of the FOD determined by a static camera and a
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calibrated runway scene image to automatically control a non-static camera (including a
pan tilt zoom camera) to pan and/or tilt and/or zoom and/or focus onto a FOD to obtain

telephoto images of the FOD with sufficient details to enable the verification of detected
FOD or to filter a false alarm (at least col. 7:53-8:55; 8:65-9:18).

As per Claim 31. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the system
makes use of stereo vision using a pair of surveillance cameras to cover the same
segment of the runway so that FOD range and position can be computed from the
difference image obtained by comparing the two images as captured by the two
cameras covering the same area of surveillance (field of view) on the runway (at least

col. 8:65-9:18).

As per Claim 33. The surveillance system according to claim 1, wherein the image
processing system adaptively estimates one or more threshold values for optimal FOD
edge extraction for different environmental conditions; and generates a pixel level edge
map using a statistical method based on progressively learned background image edge
map to determine a grayscale lookup table (LUT) to be used to generate pixel level
threshold map (at least col. 9:62-10:54; 11:1-63).

Response to Arguments
Applicant's arguments filed 26 September 2013 have been fully considered but
they are not persuasive.
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Applicant argues, in substance, that Zruya does not disclose the feature of a
composite map “comprising an adaptive background edge map, a previously learned
and saved day or night background edge map a seasonal marking map generated for a
particular season or weather condition” as recited in amended claim 1, as well as not
disclosing “comprising an adaptive background edge map, a previously learned and
saved day or night background edge map.”

However, Zruya teaches using different FLIR camera for night and bad weather,
and video camera for day and good weather, wherein each respective camera has initial
definitions and different processing and photo averages. Zruya teaches such adaptive
background edge map as Zruya teaches using an average photo from a sequence of
photos. Zruya finally teaches adjustments due to weather conditions and exemplary
foreseen seasonal migration of birds (at least col. 9:22-28,62—10:54; 11:1-63; 6:22-32;

14:51 -57). Applicant argues Zruya's seasonal migration of birds to be totally unrelated to
the content of claim 1. However, Examiner disagrees as firstly the claim limitation is “a
seasonal marking map generated for a particular season or weather condition.” 80 the

seasonal map is generated for a season or weather condition. Such claims language in
alternate form further suggests a season to be different from a weather condition. Zruya
teaches making adjustments due to weather conditions, wherein some other objects
may be strongly affected by winds (weather conditions). Zruya also teaches it would be
extremely desirable to be able to determine from data obtained, future progress and

positions they will have at a future time. While this is not possible with many such
objects, seasonal objects such as bird migration (which is a highly valuable FOD object)
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can be foreseen. Thus, Zruya clearly teaches using such foreseen seasonal data to
alter such FOD Detection processing.

See also the cited Nitzan reference (col. 11 :1 -32) for further prior art of gray level
edge map detection and different day and night initialization and algorithms for FOD.
When reviewing a reference the applicants should remember that not only the

specific teachings of a reference but also reasonable inferences which the artisan would
have logically drawn therefrom may be properly evaluated in formulating a rejection. In
re Preda, 401 F. 2d 825, 159 USPQ 342 (CCPA 1968) and In re Shepard, 319 F. 2d
194, 138 USPQ 148 (CCPA 1963). Skill in the art is presumed. In re Sovish, 769 F. 2d
738, 226 USPQ 771 (Fed. Cir. 1985). Every reference relies to some extent on
knowledge of persons skilled in the art to complement that which is disclosed therein. In

re Bode, 550 F. 2d 656, 193 USPQ 12 (CCPA 1977).
Also, the Applicant is reminded that MPEP 2164.05(a) states: "35 U.S.C. 112
requires the specification to be enabling only to a person "skilled in the art to which it
pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected." In general, the pertinent art should

be defined in terms of the problem to be solved rather than in terms of the technology
area, industry, trade, etc. for which the invention is used. The specification need not
disclose what is well-known to those skilled in the art and preferably omits that which is
well-known to those skilled and already available to the public. In re Buchner, 929 F.2d
660, 661, 18 USPQ2d 1331, 1332 (Fed. Cir. 1991); Hybritech, Inc. v. Monoclonal

Antibodies, Inc., 802 F.2d 1367, 1384, 231 USPQ 81,94 (Fed. Cir. 1986), cert.
denied, 480 U.S. 947 (1987); and Lindemann Maschinenfabrik GMBH v. American
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Hoist & Derrick Co., 730 F.2d 1452, 1463, 221 USPQ 481,489 (Fed. Cir. 1984)." See
also Spectra-Physics, Inc. v. Coherent, lnc., 827 F.2d 1524, 3 USPQ2d 1737 (Fed.
Cir. 1987) ("A patent need not teach, and preferably omits, what is well known in
the art." (emphasis added by Examiner)) and Verve LLC v. Crane Cams, Inc, 65
USPQ 2d 1051, 1053-1054 (Fed. Cir. 2002) ("While reference to intrinsic evidence is

primary in interpreting claims, the criterion is the meaning of words as they would be
understood by persons in the field of the invention. Patent documents are written for
persons familiar with the relevant field; the patentee is not required to include in the
specification information readily understood by practitioners, lest every patent be written
as a comprehensive tutorial and treatise for the generalist, instead of a concise
statement for persons in the field.")

Conclusion
The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Alon et al, Millgard, Gouvary, and Belk et al, in addition to
previously cited Nitzan et al, Hasegawa et al, Bass, and Chew disclose pertinent
information related to the claimed invention. Applicants are requested to consider the

prior art references for relevant teachings when responding to this office action.
Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to GREGORY TODD whose telephone number is
(571 )272-401 1. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s
supervisor, Ario Etienne can be reached on (571 )272—4001. The fax phone number for
the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.
Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the
Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for
published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.
For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should
you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a
USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information
system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272—1000.

/Gregory G Todd/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2457

